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ABSTRACT
This paper will explain briefly about a selected model of instructional and interaction design. The intensive review from a several literature has done and every fact against each selected model has analyzed to identify their advantages and disadvantages. Based on their advantages listed, in intend to overcome their weakness and enhance the instructional model in order to make the instructional and interaction model more relevant in this age, this paper will proposed a new interaction design model for chronological infographic development. Apps Mobile is a latest technology as a platform to disseminate information and educate people by use infographic approach. To convey the information, which is relate with time line and historical information in 21st century, digital chronological infographic is a appropriates matter to apply.
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Introduction
The method of face-to-face learning currently implemented in schools needs to review in order to enhance the effectiveness of instructional regarding to the growing up of tremendous information and communication technology in this age. Learning in 21st century is about implementing of digital technologies. Significant changes in terms of technology, has led to a community or individuals in the community manipulate an authentic facts and have a potential to lead the crisis in the community. The previous studied was finding that by use more illustrations help students to ease understand with an information to convey to them compared with the use of reading material. Students usually preferred and motivated to learn through visual and graphic illustration rather than reading text illustration. Thus, the concept is an infographic to convey information is more effectively compare than text form. The digital chronological infographic can be more attractive because it is able to integrate with the audio system such as music and sound. A simple animated also be able to integrate with a new concept of digital chronological infographic. This new concept has known as Digital Infographic model. Through an intensive literature review, learning concept by using digital infographics through mobile apps platform especially to deploy chronological information is still new and it isn’t many research were be done and unexplored currently. This paper was been wrote in order to discuss with a several existing instructional model regarding to designing of infographic in digital form which is intent to convey a chronological information with an effective means. It does will discuss about the advantages and weakness of certain instructional model. Based on the analysis did for every selected model, the suggestion to establish a new interaction model digital infographic to show the chronological information for Mobile Apps is propose.

The Important Of Infographic In Education
Several studies about infographic have done in order to looking the teacher’s needs and their relationships between the various visual formats were delivered in addition to complying with quality criteria such as clarity, aesthetic and linguistic use (Lallana, 1999). Meanwhile, Sancho Valero (2001) also pointed out that the infographic allows a newspaper or magazine optimize the reader's understanding of the information to be delivered through the display of images and text that is processed in attractive graphic design and meets the information needs to be delivered without a lot of reading (Minervini, 2005).

Huang and Tuan (2007) asserted that there are several studies to look at the needs of infographic to the community and how far they accepted an infographic as medium to convey some useful information to them. Huang and Tuan (2007) also stated that the infographic is only used by those who only see information at a glance without making any judgments and rational thinking on it (Diakopoulos, Kivran-Swaine, & Naaman, 2011). In fact, Schroeder (2004) also pointed out that the use of infographics through newspaper or magazine is a different approach to show the uniqueness of newspaper or magazine and showed a little variation compared with others newspaper or magazines.

In a study of interactive infographics as an added value to the mass media online in Europe, Schroeder (2004: 563) states that after more than a decade, the existence of online media in Europe still faces with a serious economic challenges, together with paradox "on the one hand, more and more Internet users prefer online media as their first source for information." Industry and researchers around the world are constantly looking for effective information delivery model and efficient. One key issue seems to be that online media is still not enough to offer content based on the current changes. Information delivery service is still working in conventional means. Therefore, the need to add value to its methods and effective way to present information is very important. Therefore, based on the statement above, Valero (2000) was asserted that interactive infographic can be classified as value added to the visual display of information to the public or consumers. Valero (2000) have defined digital infographic as follows:
"... an informational contribution, developed in written newspapers, done with iconic and typographical elements that allows or facilitates the understanding of current events, actions or things, or some of its significant aspects, and accompanies or replaces informational text..." (Valero, 2000)

The use of infographics in modern journalism has also become the basis of robust pedagogical approach with the main objective to facilitate understanding through visual displays and illustrations (Álvarez Franco, 2005; Sturken & Cartwright, 2001). Steve Duenes (2008), director of the New York Times daily, has stated "the infographic is proper integration between art, science and information delivery methods." Valero (2010) has stated that the delivery of information through infographic allows the reader to classify certain information to be highlighted.

Although methods for visual presentation is considered to be static in that it is designed with various diagrams and charts, as well as combined with various types of texts and color, but since the emergence and development of information technology has made rapid infographic is no longer a static medium but has added value to the facility interesting interactive. There are various interactive features such as sound, music, color change, action, suspense and so on can be inserted and it makes this infographic more attractive and has a high ability to grab attention from the audience to watching and reading information in particular infographic. News organizations including the New York Times, Washington Post and The Guardian often combine interactive graphics into their news reports (Seals & Heer, 2010)

The Conceptual Framework of the Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructional Models</th>
<th>Document Analysis</th>
<th>The Development of Infographic Chronological Prototype by manual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 1. Research Conceptual Framework

A selected of instructional models have been analyze in order to review their implementation to design any kind of interaction in educational process. The existing of instructional and interaction model need to review, to make its relevant and concurrent with a tremendous change of current technologies in education. To design and develop an infographic to deliver chronological information, designer need to refer with appropriates model, which is including with three important elements that is [1] instructional, [2] chronological concepts and [3] type of medium use to convey information.

This paper reviewed a several selected familiar interaction and instructional model. The interaction and instructional design model have analyze regarding to their advantages and limitations. Then, the features of chronological concepts and type of medium use to convey information have identified. Referred to every selected model the disadvantages aspect was analyze and recovered. In analyses, process was concern in aspect of how to reduce the list of disadvantages factors in each model. Finally, a new model to design and develop digital chronological infographic has proposed based on integration with three important factors that is [1] instructional, [2] chronological concepts and [3] type of medium use to convey information.

Chronological Concepts

Chronological is a specific information which is present with a different time or ordering time without changing their magnitude, time line and all events was occurs at previous time. In other words, it is educate how to measure, distinguish every parts of storyline regarding to the frame of time line (Smith et. al., 1993). A timeline is divided into equal time segments (month, year, or century, for example), with one end representing the oldest events and the other end the most recent events (Smith et. al., 1993).

Apps mobile as a medium to disseminate

Chronological infographic

Currently, in digital ages, the most popular medium that use to disseminate information must be with digital application. In 21st century, many option of digital medium was use by teenagers and youths. The latest digital media were use is smart phone and I-Pad. The most popular of digital media in time being is Apps Mobile as a smart phone application. Apps Mobile was defines as a new application which is develop for mobile digital technology such as personal digital assistant (PDA), enterprise digital assistant or mobile hand phone. Apps Mobile usually already associates with mobile digital technology, Apps mobile also able to get from play store or Apps Store (Víctor Utomo, 2010).

Analysis of Interaction and Instructional Design Model

ADDEIE Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This model is the originate model that is emergence of other models such as the Morrison Model, Ross and Kemp Model, Seels &amp; Glasgow Model, and Dick and Carey Model. The proof almost all the instructional design model has five main principles ADDIE that is &quot;Analyze&quot;, &quot;Design&quot;, &quot;Develop&quot;, &quot;Implement&quot; and &quot;Evaluate&quot;</td>
<td>The level of analysis require a long time. (Need to run the performance analysis and needs analysis first).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Effective and systematic model
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ASSURE Model

1. Analyze
2. State
3. Select
4. Utilize
5. Response
6. Evaluate
Advantages | Disadvantages
--- | ---
ASSURE Model have a very strong foundation to develop "courseware" in teaching and learning. Based on previous studies, this model does not only give guidance to teachers in teaching and learning even every feature contained in ASSURE could change the perception of the process of teaching and learning has always been considered boring.
- Simple, relatively and easy to implement.
The preparation of media in Instructional design is not compatible with the analysis phase.
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### Hannafin and Peck Design Model, 1988

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hannafin and Peck design model is an instructional process without take a long time from needs analysis phase, design phase, and develop / Implement phase.</td>
<td>Very complicated model and every phase need to be evaluate and revise. The process of evaluation and revision for each phase will waste time and take a long time to design instruction process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Robert Glasea Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emphasizes student feedback as an important aspect in the process of teaching and learning.</td>
<td>Objective set was too high and therefore difficult to achieve.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Dick & Reiser model, 1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As a guideline to help teachers design effective lesson plans.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are elements that discuss the introduction of the concept, the discussion regarding the project and examples of usage of the concept in a real project model.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It also presents the process shorter and fewer steps.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Smith & Ragan Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructional systems design model popular among students and professionals who have a tendency towards the implementation of cognitive learning theory.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student-centered learning model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rapid Prototyping Model

Advantages
- The design of the traditional teaching system is concern about the effectiveness of outcome were produce rather than the efficiency of process itself. Rapid prototyping is the answer to the efficiency of the system and more than that, it could answer how problem solving can be achieved or obtained by non-linear.

Disadvantages
- The using of rapid prototyping model will sometimes encourage informal design methods that can cause more problems. The chosen of rapid prototyping use is depending on the goals and context of teaching materials development.

Waterfall Model

Advantages
- Ease-to-understand, easy to use, the system requirements are stable, in terms of management control, as well as the good work and quality take precedence over the cost and schedule (deadline) model is simple and easy to understand and use
- It is easy to manage because of the rigidity model - each phase has specific deliverables and the review process.
- In this model, all phase will be process and completed one after another. Phase not overlap.
- Waterfall model works well for small projects where the need is very understandable.

Disadvantages
- Not a good model for complex projects and object oriented.
- Model is weak for a long term and continuous project.
- Not suitable for projects where the requirements are moderate to variable high risk.
- High risks and uncertainty.
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Gerlach & Ely Design Model, 1980

Advantages
- A prescriptive model that is suitable for use by K-12 schools and higher education institutions.
- It is ideal for designer who have specialized knowledge and expertise in a particular field.
- This model contains media selection strategy and resource allocations.
- Gerlach and Ely design model (1980) also suitable for use by novice designers who have knowledge and expertise in a particular field.

Disadvantages
- Are inclined in the direction of the teacher (Teachers will determine the objectives and determine the content).
- Not fully consistent with the ADDIE (missing inventory design tasks and performance objectives, implementation).
- This model is somewhat weak for the execution (implementation)
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Jarrod Kemp Model
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Advantages | Disadvantages
--- | ---
- Monitor before heading to the next stage.
- The lack of a certain degree can be reformed and renovated from time to time.
- It mere focuses on lesson plan in classroom.
- Teacher in the only person those has an authority in the classroom.

Advantages | Disadvantages
--- | ---
- This model has a very systematic procedure. It is a core of special behavioristic instructional.
- Able facilitates students within learning process. It is expect to provide guidance for teachers in guiding students to achieve competency standards.
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Gentry Model

The Model of Digital Chronological Infographic Interaction Development

![Diagram of the Model of Digital Chronological Infographic Interaction Development](image)

Advantages | Disadvantages
--- | ---
- An efficient and comprehensive instructional design model
- Use to develop a prototype of product.
- Flexible
- Can be applied in the classroom, courses, training, organization and industry.

Advantages | Disadvantages
--- | ---
- The success of its implementation depends strongly on the component support
- If one component of the system will greatly affect, it has inflated other components and overall outcome itself.
- The application of this model is difficult because it contains too many components.
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Dick & Carey Model

![Diagram of the Dick & Carey Instructional Design Model](image)
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When the digital chronological infographics has completed develop and implement, then the process to disseminate chronological information through apps mobile, must be going with final phase of interaction process development. The final phase for digital chronological infographic development is entrepreneur phase. Entrepreneur phase have cover the process of copyright, promotion and commercialization. In every phase of this model, the process of continuous assessment, evaluation and revision are allowable to arrange from time to time.
Conclusions

Through this research, hopefully this study can identify a visual interaction model that able to implement while designer want to develop a chronological infographic design. This chronological infographic design then been applied by use of mobile applications digitally. The study will also examine critically the existing instruction model and will establish a new interaction model infographic chronological then be referred to and used to develop a chronological infographic design for mobile applications.

The lifestyle of the 21st century has changed from a conventional to a digital lifestyle. Communication and information obtained through the latest communication gadgets such as smartphones, iPad, Facebook, WhatsApp and others. As such, this study is seem as essential to ensure that all relevant information can be disseminated to the entire community through mobile applications. Society no longer tied to the conventional reading materials such as newspapers, magazines, scientific books and so on. People are more likely to use digital material such as magazines virtual cyberspace, virtual books, and others. Therefore, it makes sense to move all methods of information delivery to cyberspace. However, currently many scholars focusing research in interface aspect such as infographic design. This kind of study is very important that the information has delivered in an effective and easy to understand. People are also less likely to read, but the use of visual plays a very influential role in conveying historical information to all hierarchy of the community.
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